
VITAL SIGNS 
           

  

 DJIA & SPX=SHORT again MAY 15 100% 

 Place a 3% STOP above your Short Price 

  

 Shorted DJIA May 15 Close 25,648.02 

 3% Stop at 26,417.46   NOT Stopped  

 Cover on any 2.5% Close above lowest Close 

  

  

 SHORTED SPX May 15 Close 2850.96 

 STOP +3.0% = 2936.49  NOT Stopped 

 Cover on any 2.5% Close above lowest Close 

  

 

   

ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY 
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JUNE = Hostilities, Terrorism, and Outright WAR!
  

 This is a world condition and as such, is harder to 

determine who will and who will not be affected seriously. It 

does touch our President‟s chart which increases the 

likelihood of U.S. involvement. Neptune is highlighted and 

there may be religious elements to certain areas of this 

turbulence and perhaps drug connections as well, to others. 

These effects will likely take hold in the latter half of this 

month. 

 This is NOT a Joke! We have previously predicted 

the date of the Challenger explosion, the Chernobyl incident, 

the Kobe earthquake, Saddam Hussein‟s unexpected attack on 

Kuwait, Diana‟s Death (“Tragic Love”), and 9/11/2001. On 

that last, we said: “The U.S. will be AT WAR around the 

weekend of 7-8 September (2001)-Three days off. The FBI 

called us from Phoenix on that last one. They lost interest as 

it turned out to be astrology-related. The Chernobyl mention 

was also off by 2-3 days. All others were Exact to the Day! 

 We are not infallible, by any means, but that is an 

impressive record, and we don‟t know of any better one. They 

have all been written in this newsletter and several mentioned 

on TV or in BARRONs, or Forbes well in advance of events. 

 Therefore, we urge you to take some cautionary 

measures as best you know how. Our minimal recommended 

advice would reduce equity exposure and increase bonds, 

metals and perhaps even Bitcoin if you are so inclined. Keep 

more cash than usual on hand, and check supplies of water & 

food, batteries, matches and toilet paper, just in case. 

 When conditions are powerful and confusing, we 

always recommend prayer and meditation and whatever 

practices assist your personal balance, as there is little we can 

accomplish individually to affect international interactions. 

Be careful and be well! 

 You can see from the above chart that the S&P topped out 

at a slightly higher high and has now broken below its 50-Week 

Moving Average. It has also rendered a Sell Signal on the MACD 

Indicator in the lower portion of the chart. The Major Stock Indices 

are so far following our projections for the last month or so. If it 

continues to do so, it should drop down to or near the December 

lows and the rising 200-Week MA (blue line). 

 Our cycles projections would suggest another attempt to 

rally into early September, Labor Day or so, before going down for 

the count! The rally may start in late June or sometime in July. 

 May turned out to be the worst market month this year, 

topping off with last week‟s decline of -770.65 or 3.01%. The DJIA 

was alone in declining for the sixth straight week. More tariff wars, 

with Mexico this time, is given for Friday‟s gap down below most 

Major Indices 200-Day Moving Averages. Although it was 

exceedingly negative technical action, it was due to an unexpected 

news event. We‟ll see if markets can resist further negative price 

action. We think June‟s tough aspects will prevail downside. 

 Our daily projections missed the big down day on May 13. 

Our after-hour analysis showed a similarity to a known negative 

pattern but with a substitution for a closing ascendant for a known 

negative Mars pattern. We‟ll be ready for that one next time. 

 Overall, it was a mistake to lean on the dates where there 

were many two-planet aspects, without regard to their classical 

designation. An overwhelming imbalance is required for a 

directional judgment. Aspects in Both directions remained  mixed! 

  Early June has not so much activity and the 14
th

 is the first 

highly active date. After that, however, powerful negative aspects 

overwhelm positives and mediums alike, leaving us with an 

awesomely dangerous negative balance. Batten down the hatches! 

 June 16-27 is a particularly rough looking period and we 

predict an excess of Violence, Terrorism and even Open Warfare. 

Take precautions to protect from accidents as well as intentional 

harm.  

           A prudent man forseeth the evil and hideth himself, but 

the simple pass on and are punished. PEACE be with you.  

 



FINALLY, WE’RE GETTING SOME SERIOUS BUSINESS DONE HERE! 
 

  All of the MAJOR STOCK INDICES have now broken below their 200-Day Moving Averages. As of Friday, most 

gapped down with massive losses on the market Open! Such was the frightful tweet by President Trump after the Close on 

Thursday. “Investors dumped the Mexican peso and piled into haven assets Friday, as President Trump‟s threat to impose tariffs 

on Mexico rattled global markets. The peso was down around 2.5% against the dollar after hitting its lowest levels of the year 

earlier in the session. The dollar fell 1.3% against the Japanese yen, while other popular destinations for nervous investors, such 

as gold and the Swiss franc, also rose.” [WSJ]  

 

Last month, we mentioned : “Another short term „trading‟ Sell signal we like to keep an eye on occurs when New 52-week 

NYSE Lows first recover above 40 for three consecutive days.”  Then we described a failure to get the Sell Signal into May 3, 

Friday, prior to our last CP letter. We did get the expected „legitimate‟ Sell into May 13 with significantly higher New Low 

numbers 85, 60 and then 123 on Monday. But with a DJIA drop of -617.38, you already know something is bad wrong! Markets 

since then developed another more impressive confirmed Hindenburg Omen, written up by Robert McHugh, starting on our 

website and further expanded and  continued on his Gold Eagle website:    

http://www.crawfordperspectives.com/documents/WeGotAnOfficialConfirmedHindenburgOmenStockMarketCrashWarningSig

nalOnMay20t1.pdf  

 

The LONG BOND has broken sharply higher and closed the week above its 200-Day Moving Average for the first time since 

2017. Rates are dropping worldwide, with commensurate price increases to the inverse. Last month we wrote: “Rates down 

further? The BONDS will spike UP.” 

 
 

Bitcoin has finally made a positive breakout! GLORY BE! A downtrend line 

has been penetrated and very minor highs have been exceeded. It could be a 

beginning. At least it is the best yet since the final (so far) top. In previous 

letters we have asked for some „higher highs‟ and some „Dynamism!‟ Finally, 

our requests/prayers/demands have been answered with the “…rise above 

$4400 but it will take $7600 to beat the six-month high from mid-October.” 

We got BOTH – Thankfully  

 We are certainly more interested with this „proof‟ of BTC‟s ability to 

recover some decent ground. Though it may take some time with backing and 

filling to complete a bottoming process, this recent strength brings back a 

degree of Confidence to this marketplace. Anything that has moved as much 

as this as fast as this, let‟s call it „resilience‟ is likely to be able to regain at 

least a portion of its past glory! 

http://www.crawfordperspectives.com/documents/WeGotAnOfficialConfirmedHindenburgOmenStockMarketCrashWarningSignalOnMay20t1.pdf
http://www.crawfordperspectives.com/documents/WeGotAnOfficialConfirmedHindenburgOmenStockMarketCrashWarningSignalOnMay20t1.pdf


.                                     OIL (CL-daily)                         TEN YEAR RATE (TNX-daily) 

 
OIL CONTRACT has had the Worst Month of This Year                   10-YEAR RATE has Continued in COLLAPSE MODE!  
 

 The OIL chart (above left) sustained a substantial rise from 42 to 66.60 as of April 23, topping on the same day as several 

major stock indices and is continuing to match their declining pattern into last Friday. We wrote here last month: “If this triple support 

breaks (60 level), Oil will likely be forced into consolidation below these levels and perhaps a more comprehensive new decline to 

correct and stabilize the move up from 26. It would not be unusual or surprising to see a corrective decline carry to 54-56 or 

thereabouts.” You can see from the chart that it closed the week at 52.73 and could be threatening to drop lower. However, it has 

entered a range that created a „shelf‟ in the 50-54 area in late 2018, and may attempt to stabilize there. The Bad news is that it did 

break that triple support, and then proceeded to additionally damage the 50% retracement level from 42 to 66, that being 54. 

 

 General rates and TNX in particular peaked in Early October and, after one last retest of the highs, which failed, proceeded 

to more or less collapse from 3.248% down to 2.55% in a rapid two month decimation. All the action of the last one and one-half 

months has taken place under the powerful 2.80% support line, now resistance. One last pop up above the declining 50-Day MA (red) 

failed miserably and morphed into an additional Collapse Wave. This Wave is international in scope. Apparently, the fear has been 

growing of economic weakness around the globe, to the extent that a “Flight to quality” has been taking place as investors move funds 

from stocks into bonds. This has the effect of raising the general level of “safe” bonds and inversely, lowering their rates. 

 

 The U.S. Dollar Index (no chart) has continued to make slightly greater highs, but on lower momentum. This leaves the 

current advance somewhat in doubt. However measured the internal weakness appears, there has yet been no break of any trendline or 

moving average or any other clear or immediate indication of breaking to the downside. Therefore the advance Must be considered in 

continued evidence without a technical reason to exit positions. 

 

To the editor (BARRONs)       In “The World Created by Upside-Down interest Rates” (Curent Yield, May 24), Jim Grant 

rightly observes how remarkable it is that the world’s monetary system has produced more than $10 trillion in debt with 

negative nominal interest rates. That would have been judged simply impossible by virtually everybody until it happened.     

To understand this curious outcome, I believe we have to see it as deriving from a previous monetary event that also had no 

historical precedent: the world-turning-upside-down arrival of the whole global monetary system becoming based on pure fiat 

currencies – on the mere paper or accounting creations of central banks.       This system appeared in 1971 – quite recently, 

historically speaking. About its prospects, Milton Friedman later wrote, “The ultimate consequences of this development are 

shrouded in uncertainty.” The consequences so far have included making central banks so powerful that they can  render a 

huge swath of interest rates negative, a result certainly not forseen.     How has the fiat system otherwise performed? Well, we 

had fiancial crises in the 1970’s, 1980’s, 1990’s, 2000’s, and 2010’s. Quite a record. The pure fiat currency, central-bank-

trusting system might possibly be the least bad monetary system, but it is evidently far from perfect. Its further long-term 

consequences still remain “shrouded in uncertainty.”    Alex J Pollock      R Street Inst.     Washington, D.C. 



 

 Friday, GOLD broke solidly above its 

triangulating corrective pattern which had been 

holding it captive since the February intermediate 

top.  That is the best short term action this year. 

The question then becomes: Can it approach and 

do the same with its Long Term Resistance Line? 

That line has kept it captive for about six years. To 

be determined!  

 It is a strong technical positive that the 

price has stayed well above its 200-Day MA (Blue 

line). Then Friday‟s action consisted of an upside 

gap above the 50-Day MA (Red line) and also the 

Triangle forming over the last few weeks. 

 It is also somewhat traditional that GOLD  

gapping Up is in mirror image of the major stock 

indices gapping Down simultaneously. We guess 

it‟s Fear that brings things back to traditional 

standards! And fear is born of uncertainty. Do we 

have „uncertainty‟? We would say “in Spades” or 

more originally “in Swords” as Tarot would claim. 

 Just completed the astro-analysis for June 

and THIS COULD BE THE BIG ONE! ADD to 

WHATEVER POSITIONS YOU HAVE, NOW! 

 
The COMMODITIES are generally mixed to lower. Corn, Wheat & Soybeans are higher while the OIL Complex is sharply 

lower across the board. May has been the biggest down month for the Oils. The closely watched economic commodities are 

COPPER for general business, Lumber for housing and Platinum for the Auto Industry. They are ALL LOWER! 

 

 

ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/-3 Days) 
 
 

APR 22 = Sun conjunct Uranus = Revolution, desire for Freedom! … Sharp moves. 

APR 24 = Pluto station Retrograde until October 2  = Devastating truths are revealed. Listen carefully to your own subconscious. 

Most Major Indices topped on April 23, between these two powerful planetary aspects.  Others on May 1 with 5 2-planet aspects! 

JUN 3 = New Moon 6:03 am EDT = 1
st
 Monday = June CP letter out by NYSE Open latest. Plan your month ahead. 

JUN 6 = Jupiter 135 to Uranus = Too much excitement! Thursday. Elements conjoining at NYSE Close = Powerful & Negative! 

JUN 7 = Mercury sextile Uranus = Buy computer or other electronic components, earlier the better. Exciting news. Markets higher. 

JUN 10 = Sun attacks Saturn & Jupiter Monday = Bad news weekend? Remainder of the month generally negative for markets! 

JUN 14-18 = Jupiter, Saturn Neptune alignment. Full Moon 17
th

 touches the whole mess off = Wild swings in Inflation Expectations! 

JUN 16 = Watch for sudden large moves in Bitcoin this Sunday, esp. 7:43, 8:03, 10:01, 11:21 A.M. and  3;09-11 EDT! 

JUN 17 = Full Moon early Monday – Another bad news weekend?  

JUN 18-19 = Coercion, use of Force, a large explosion and heartlessness or cruelty. Terrorism/WAR! 

JUN 16-27 = This period highlights the possibilities for VIOLENCE! Open WAR or Terrorism likely. Careful of accidents as well. 

JUN 21 = Summer Solstice = 11:54 a,m,EDT; Neptune Retrograde Station.  

JULY 2 = SOLAR ECLIPSE at 10CAN38 3:17pm EDT During the trading day 

JULY 7 = Mercury once more goes into Retrograde, confusing order and purpose, and negating purposeful intent. Mars/Neptune adds. 

JULY 11 = Mars square Uranus = Watch especially for accidents due to mind wandering and neglect. 

JULY 16 = Capricorn Lunar Eclipse! Closely squares asteroid, Eris.  Creates confusion and jealousy. 

 
 

ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are most often emailed on 1st Mondays of months. Next CP will be available Monday, July 1. 
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